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Poker Math Cheat Sheet 
This sheet contains all the math you must know to be an effective 

poker player.  You can print this out and stick it on the wall next to 

your monitor for quick reference.   Click here for more info on 

Poker Math. 

Poker Flash Cards 
This list of poker related Flash Cards will shorten the time it takes 

to learn important poker concepts and numbers that will help you 

make good, quick decisions at the tables. 

Top 10 Poker HUD Stats 
These poker HUD stats are the most beneficial in making your de-

cisions in online poker.  Download this item for details and recom-

mendations on where to place them on your HUD.  Click here for 

more info on my own HUD. 

System for Poker Success Infographic 

This infographic gives a system to follow that will ultimately lead you to 

poker success, provided you’re committed to doing the work necessary 

to achieve your goals.  Go to page 4 for the infographic, and click here 

for the Poker Goals One Sheet Word Doc. 

Page 10 PokerTracker 4 Training Videos 
PokerTracker 4 is the best investment in improving your poker 

game.  The HUD and hand tracking & analysis aspects can’t be 

beat.  Click here to see all of my poker training videos on YouTube. 

http://www.smartpokerstudy.com/
http://www.smartpokerstudy.com/category/poker-math/
http://www.smartpokerstudy.com/category/poker-math/
http://www.smartpokerstudy.com/category/pokerhud-statistics/
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http://www.smartpokerstudy.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Poker-Goals-One-Sheet.pdf
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNJqCsJjk8J_GMA6jMwP-0Q?view_as=public
https://www.pokertracker.com/products/PT4/free-trial.php?a_aid=smartpokerstudy&a_bid=eb84e04b
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Pot Odds What's the Equity Needed? Equity Needed

1 vs 2x PSB (3:2 odds) 3:2 = 2/5 = 40%

2 vs PSB (2:1 odds) 2:1 = 1/3 = 33%

3 vs 3/4 PSB (7:3 odds) 7:3 = 3/10 = 30%

4 vs 1/2 PSB (3:1 odds) 3:1 = 1/4 = 25%

5 vs 1/3 PSB (4:1 odds) 4:1 = 1/5 = 20%

6 vs 1/4 PSB (5:1 odds) 5:1 = 1/6 = 17%

Bluff Must Work What's the Break-even %? BE %

1 Bluff 2x pot 67%

2 Bluff 1x pot 50%

3 Bluff 3/4 pot 43%

4 Bluff 2/3 pot 40%

5 Bluff 1/2 pot 33%

6 Bluff 1/3 pot 25%

7 Bluff 1/4 pot 20%

Stealing Blinds in LP How often must it succeed? At Least w/Antes At Least w/o Antes

1 3bb open 3:2.1 = 3/5.1 = 59% 3:1.5 = 3/4.5 = 67%

2 2.75bb open 2.75:2.1 = 2.75/4.85 = 57% 2.75:1.5 = 2.75/4.25 = 65%

3 2.5bb open 2.5:2.1 = 2.5/4.6 = 54% 2.5:1.5 = 2.5/4 = 63%

4 2.25bb open 2.25:2.1 = 2.25/4.35 = 52% 2.25:1.5 = 2.25/3.75 = 60%

5 2bb open 2:2.1 = 2/4.1 = 49% 2:1.5 = 2/3.5 = 57%

Stealing Blinds in SB How often must it succeed? At Least w/Antes At Least w/o Antes

1  open to 3bb 2.5:2.1 = 2.5/4.6 = 54% 2.5:1.5 = 2.5/4 = 63%

2 open to 2.75bb 2.25:2.1 = 2.25/4.35 = 52% 2.25:1.5 = 2.25/3.75 = 60%

3 open to 2.5bb 2:2.1 = 2/4.1 = 49% 2:1.5 = 2/3.5 = 57%

4 open to 2.25bb 1.75:2.1 = 1.75/3.85 = 45% 1.75:1.5 = 1.75/3.25 = 54%

5 open to 2bb 1.5:2.1 = 1.5/3.6 = 42% 1.5:1.5 = 1.5/3 = 50%

Range %'s

1 5% TT+ AJs+ AQo+

2 10% 66+ ATs+ AJo+ KJs+ KQo, JTs+

3 15% 33+ A9s+ ATo+ KTs+ KJo+ QTs QJo JTs+  

4 20% 22+ A7s+ ATo+ K9s+ KTo+ Q9s+ QTo+ JTo 98s+ 

5 25% 22+ A2s+ A9o+ K9s+ KTo+ Q9s+ QTo+ J9s T9o+ 54s+

6 30% 22+ A2s+ A8o+ K7s+ K9o+ Q9+ J9o+ T9o 75s+ 65s+

7 35% 22+ A2s+ A8o+ K6s+ K9o+ Q8s+ Q9o+ J8s 64s+ 43s+ 75o+ 54o+

8 40% 22+ Ax K3s+ K9o+ Q7s+ Q9o+ J7s+ J8o T7s+ 42s+ 32s+ 64o+ 54o+

9 50% 22+ Ax K2s+ K5o+ Q2s+ Q7o+ J5s+ J7o T6s+ 74s+ 42s+ 32s+ 64o+ 54o+

10 60% 22+ Ax Kx Q2s+ Q3o+ J2s+ J5o+ T2s+ T6o 92s+ 96o 84s 52s+ 42s+ 32s+ 64o+ 54o+

11 75% 22+ Jx T2s+ T5o+ 95s+ 96o+ 85s+ 87o+ 75s+

Outs & Odds Estimate the equity you have

Flop odds of hitting by the r on the flop 4x # of outs on the flop ex. 9 outs ≈ 36%

Turn odds of hitting on the turn 2x # of outs on the turn ex. 8 outs ≈ 16%

Pre-flop Hand Probs Equities pre-flop? Equities pre-flop

1. two over vs AK vs 72 68 to 32

two under cards AK vs 54s 59 to 41

2. one overcard, A5 vs K8 60 to 40

two between A5 vs T9 55 to 45

3. one overcard, A6 vs Q2 64 to 36

one between A6 vs Q2s 60 to 40

4. pair vs two overs 22 vs J5 53 to 47

22 vs T9s 46 to 54

5. pair vs one over 66 vs K6 69 to 31

66 vs K5 70 to 30

6. pair vs two under KK vs Q6 88 to 12

KK vs 54s 77 to 23

7. overpair vs KK vs 33 81 to 19

underpair 77 vs 66 82 to 18

Side One Side Two

Poker Flash Cards
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 Additional Details: the VPIP & PFR Gap 

Description:  Pay attention to the gap between these stats.  The bigger it is, the fishier the oppo-

nent.  Small gaps are indicative of overall aggression. 

Exploitation: Large gap = lots of limping or calling pre, and they see lots of flops without the initi-

ative.  Pay attention to their post-flop stats to see where they become ‘honest’ and make sure 

you have enough chips to blow them off the hand on their ‘honest street’ if necessary.  A small 

gap means they’re very aggressive pre, and this will probably translate to aggression post-flop as 

well.  Make sure your own gap isn’t too big or too small.  Too small, add suited connectors or 

small pocket pairs and suited Aces to your calling ranges.  Too big, limp or call less often and raise 

more frequently when in position and versus loose opponents. 

VPIP* Low Stakes High Stakes 

Full Ring 11.2 - 22.8% 14.2 - 31.6% 

Short-Handed 16.5 - 30.1% 19.3 - 35.0% 

Heads-up 42.5 - 58.9% 46.7 - 63.1% 

1. VPIP - Voluntarily Put $ in the Pot 

Description:  This is how often he puts $ in 

the pot voluntarily (not counting blind mon-

ey).  Gives a great idea of how loose the 

player is.  The higher the number, the looser 

he is and the wider his pre-flop range is. 

Exploitation: The higher the VPIP the wider 

(fishier) range he has.  Ex. 10% NIT = 55+, 

A8s+, ATo+.  35% FISH = pp, Ax, Kx lots of Q’s 

and J’s, so target the fish. 

 

Placement: Put this in table HUD, and put it 

in a pop-up by position. 

PFR* Low Stakes High Stakes 

Full Ring 7.6 - 14.3% 9.9 - 16.9% 

Short-Handed 12.7 - 20.0% 14.9 - 22.9% 

Heads-up 31.9 - 47.7% 38.1 - 51.2% 

2. PFR - Pre-Flop Raise 

Description:  This is how often he raises pre-

flop, either as first to act or as a re-raise.  

Gives a great idea of how aggressive or pas-

sive his raising range is. 

Exploitation: Low PFR = tight range, so re-

strict your re-raise range.  You can also play 

with suited connectors or small pocket pairs 

to exploit his tight range.  High PFR = wide 

ranges so you can 3 bet steal wider. 

 

Placement: Put this in your table HUD, and 

put it in a pop-up by position. 

* Average Winning Stat Ranges taken from PokerTracker 4 LeakTracker Training Videos 

Top 10 Poker HUD Stats 
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3bet* Low Stakes High Stakes 

Full Ring 2.2 - 6.0% 3.9 - 6.9% 

Short-Handed 4.2 - 8.9% 5.5 - 10.3% 

Heads-up 10.7 - 22.3% 11.7 - 23.3% 

4. 3bet - 3bet Pre-flop 

Description:  How often he 3bet pre-flop 

given the chance to do so.  High % = aggres-

sive, wider range and more likely a bluff. 

Exploitation: Low 3bet = tight ranges so fold 

all but your strongest hands.  4bet over the 

top of high 3bet %’s (but first look at their 

Fold to 4bet % to gauge whether a 4bet bluff 

will likely succeed).  Try to play IP vs 3bets.  

Before calling a 3bet check his Cbet stats. 

 

Placement: Put this in your table HUD, and 

put it in a pop-up by position. 

5. Fold to Pre-flop 3bet 

- Fold to a raise after making a 2bet 

Description:  This is how often he raises 

then folds to a 3bet pre-flop.  Shows how 

loose his opening range is and how likely 

he’s to fold to aggression. 

Exploitation: Low Fold to 3bet means you 

should mostly 3bet w/value hands; or 3bet 

w/ suited connectors or other speculative 

hands if he just calls 3bets a lot (low 4bet 

%).  If high % with high PFR, punish his weak 

opening range by 3betting relentlessly.  Be-

fore 3betting, make sure to check his Cbet 

stats to see which street he’s honest on, and 

ensure you’ve got enough chips to get there. 

Placement: Put this in your table HUD, and 

put it in a pop-up by position. 

3. RFI - Raise First In pre-flop  

Description:  This is how often he opens pre-flop with a raise.  This is a key stat to have by 

position as it tells you how likely wide (or tight) his raising range is in a given position.  

Exploitation:  High RFI %’s (in a given position) are perfect to attack as a 3bet bluff, and you 

can raise smaller to keep him in when you’re at the top of your range.  Low RFI %’s mean you 

should think twice before 3bet bluffing, you can 3bet for value with your strongest hands, or 

you can just call with speculative hands hoping to flop big or take it away on future streets.   

Winning Player Ranges:  Follow the PFR winning player ranges, but skew the numbers up as 

position gets later, with BTN being the widest RFI ranges. 

Placement: Put this in your main pop-up by position. 

Top 10 Poker HUD Stats 

* Average Winning Stat Ranges taken from PokerTracker 4 LeakTracker Training Videos 
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ATS* Low Stakes High Stakes 

Full Ring 15.2 - 39.7% 24.5 - 45.5% 

Short-Handed 24.4 - 39.4% 27.0 - 45.6% 

Heads-up N/A N/A 

Placement: SNG & MTT in your table HUD 

7. Fold to Steal (SB or BB) 

Description:  How often the SB player folds 
to a CO or BTN open, and how often the BB 

folds to a CO, BTN or SB open.  
Exploitation: Take advantage of low %’s by 
opening a lot w/playable hands as you’re in 
position.  High %’s will fold a lot, so steal lib-
erally from them.  Steal more liberally from 
post-flop weak players.  Before you defend 

your blinds, realize you’re playing OOP post. 

Placement: SNG & MTT in your table HUD 

Fold BB to Steal* Low Stakes High Stakes 

Full Ring 67.2 - 88.4% 52.1 - 74.6% 

Short-Handed 64.1 - 84.4% 49.4 - 80.6% 

Heads-up 39.1 - 68.1% 34.7 - 67.7% 

* Average Winning Stat Ranges taken from PokerTracker 4 LeakTracker Training Videos 

Top 10 Poker HUD Stats 

8. Live Amount BB’s - for MTT’s and SNG’s  

Description:  This is how many BB’s the player has at the current blind level.  

Exploitation:  For MTT and SNG players, this is a key stat to have as it calculates stack sizes in 

BB’s, freeing up your mind to think about other matters at hand.    With bubble play and 

moving up the pay ladder being such key components of both types of tourneys, knowing 

stack sizes at a glance is valuable information when considering whether to play a hand on 

the bubble or in making ICM decisions when in the money.   

Placement: Put this in your table HUD 

6. ATS - Attempt to Steal 

Description:  How often a player opens the 

pot by raising in the CO or the BTN. 

Exploitation: High ATS numbers mean 

they’re likely on a weak range and you can 

3bet re-steal from the blinds, but you should 

do so with hands that have some playability 

post-flop as you may get called (check their 

Fold to 3bet stat).  Low ATS numbers mean 

he has a stronger range, so fight back at 

your discretion.  Opponents might make ad-

justments to your own ATS %,  so pay atten-

tion to this before you open in late position.  

Fold SB to Steal* Low Stakes High Stakes 

Full Ring 75.0 - 92.2% 70.8 - 92.8% 

Short-Handed 75.4 - 91.0% 67.0 - 88.8% 

Heads-up N/A N/A 

http://www.smartpokerstudy.com/


Cbet* Low Stakes High Stakes 

Full Ring 55.4 - 81.9% 54.7 - 78.2% 

Short-Handed 59.7 - 83.0% 54.4 - 81.1% 

Heads-up 48.5 - 79.2% 51.4 - 78.7% 

9. Cbet Flop - Continuation Bet 

Description:  How often he fires with initia-

tive on the flop, turn or river.  Most hands 

hit flops only 33% of the time.   

Exploitation: High Cbet = likely on a bluff so 

raise if the flop doesn’t hit his range.  Be-

ware of calling a cbet (except for value) from 

a low Cbet %.  Play in position for easier de-

fense vs Cbets.  Consider how the board 

effects your range and your opponent’s.   

 

Placement: Put this in your table HUD, and 

put it in a pop-up by relative position. 

10. Fold to Flop Cbet 

Description:  How often he folds without ini-

tiative post-flop.  A very reliable indicator of 

which street he’s ‘honest’ on. 

Exploitation: The higher the % the more 

honest he is on that street.  Make sure to 

cbet w/equity on most flops, and being in 

position is best.  If he’s turn honest, then 

you need to have enough chips to double-

barrel the turn.  Watch for the check/raise. 

Placement: Put this in your table HUD, and 

put it in a pop-up by relative position. 

Fold to F Cbet* Low Stakes High Stakes 

Full Ring 37.0 - 66.7% 40.9 - 60.0% 

Short-Handed 37.9 - 62.5% 36.8 - 56.7% 

Heads-up 33.5 - 52.6% 31.3 - 48.5% 

Top 10 Poker HUD Stats 

The Best Suite Of Tools for Online  
Poker Players! 

PokerTracker 4 delivers the edge you need to focus 
and improve your game while simplifying your online 
playing experience. PokerTracker 4 supports No-Limit, 
Limit, or Pot-Limit betting structures in your favorite 

format of Cash Ring Games, Sit N’ Go’s, or Multi-Table 
Tournaments; it is the best game tracking choice for 

Holdem and Omaha. 

Click on the PT4 banner to take you to my  
exclusive sign-up page. 

Average Winning Stat Ranges taken from 
PokerTracker 4 LeakTracker Training Videos 

http://www.smartpokerstudy.com/
https://www.pokertracker.com/products/PT4/free-trial.php?a_aid=smartpokerstudy&a_bid=eb84e04b
https://www.pokertracker.com/products/PT4/free-trial.php?a_aid=smartpokerstudy&a_bid=eb84e04b




Improve your online poker 
game with PokerTracker 4! 
 

I’ve used PokerTracker for 3 years now and I’ve not 
only seen vast improvements in my game, but it’s also helped to 
make my study time more effective and enjoyable.  PT4 is an-
other tool in my poker improvement arsenal, and I put it to use 
nightly in my play and daily in my studies. 
 

Click here to see all of my PokerTracker 4 Training Videos 
online: 

Reporting Basics 

Hand History Review Tutorial 

Creating a Quick Filter 

HUD Stat Tutorials 

In-Game HUD Usage Videos 

 

Invest in your poker game today with PokerTracker 4.  Don’t let 
an opportunity like this pass you by.   

 

Click here for my exclusive 30-day free trial offer for all 
Smart Poker Study readers.   

 

If you take me up on this trial and send me an email telling me 
so, I’ll send you my own HUD that I use to beat the competition.  
Email to sky@smartpokerstudy.com. 

http://www.smartpokerstudy.com/
http://www.smartpokerstudy.com/pokertracker-4/
http://www.smartpokerstudy.com/pokertracker-4/
https://www.pokertracker.com/products/PT4/free-trial.php?a_aid=smartpokerstudy&a_bid=eb84e04b
https://www.pokertracker.com/products/PT4/free-trial.php?a_aid=smartpokerstudy&a_bid=eb84e04b
https://www.pokertracker.com/products/PT4/free-trial.php?a_aid=smartpokerstudy&a_bid=eb84e04b
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